
Dear Dr Ball,

Thank you for your letter.
the care and reflection you
Cathedral Chapter.

It was good to meet you and

brought to the conversation.
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2"d September 201 6

others last Decemb-gr. We are grateful for
You prompted a detailed discussion in the

We acl<nowledge Edward Colston's involvement in the slave trade and recognise that it is entirely
inappropriate to celebrate his life.

We discussed two services when we met. The Merchant Venturers' Charter Day and the Colston
School Commemoration Service. You identified concerns at both services and we have reviewed

both. We note that an article written by Christine Townsend, Colston, the Cothedrol ond Bristol's

Children has now developed the discussion.

o There have been references to Colston in sermons at these services, though in my time here

that has been rare. I am preaching for Charter Day this year and will certainly not be tall<ing

about Colston. ln future, I will instruct preachers that if they are going to mention Colston

they must include, at the very least, an accurate account of his life and legacy.

. Steps have already been taken to ensure that the quotation from Colston's will (describing the

foundation of the Girls School) will be batanced with a statement about his involvement in the

slave trade.
. A re-drafting of the Charter Service aims to remove any suttestion that school pupils are being

given a'Colston' bun , ,o Additionally, I intend to include prayers for the victims of slavery within both services.

ln passing, you should note that the bishop is rarely present at these services, and that children do not
bring a coin, but they are given a coin as part of a legacy that has no connection with Colston.

Our conversation now seems to be have moved onto the internet. So, we will decline your invitation
to meet.

Yours ever,
\

The Very Revd Dr David Hoyle
Dean of Bristol
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